
Artists and creative practitioners who traverse  disciplinary boundaries develop transdisciplinary 
methodologies that may have wider pedagogical applications. This has particular significance in 
the  context  of  the  developing  trend  of  research  clusters  within  third level  institutions;  the 
assessment  of  emerging  national  and  international  transdisciplinary  art  practices  may  
provide methodologies towards new knowledge landscapes and offer a framework with which to 
promote cross pollination and inter academic dialogue.
But what does this all mean!!
This  presentation  will  briefly outline  the  current  theories  which  elucidate  transdisciplinarity  
and  its possibilities for third level education programmes. Examples of transdisciplinarity in art 
practice will  be  outlined  along  with  future  creative  collaboration  possibilities,  placing  creative  
modes  of being and thinking as key to the development of educational futures and putting the A 
firmly back in STEAM.
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The title of my presentation ‘Transdisciplinarity, Creativity and Pedagogical Transformation intends 
to suggest that an assesment of creative transdisiplinarity may be able to contribute to new modes 
of working. These modes and methods of transidsicplinarity may not only benefit the aims and 
research strategies of higher education institutions, but also present a better understanding of the 
shared problem solving and collaborative potentials of practices that might normally be confined to 
‘art’ with those outside of art. My research began with an interest in complexity, and the idea we 
are now living in post-normal times. Concerned  that my own children, who will be retiring between 
2060-2080 will be facing a different world than I did at their age, full of whats known as wicked 
problems, problems of a complex, mutli causeal nature that will take collaboration and cognitive 
skills that far surpass the disciplinary frameworks which may be open to them throughout their 
academic education. 

Art is now an expanded field of practice, with artists drawing on sociology, anthropology, 
ethnography, life sciences, philosphy, linguistics, new media, information technology to name but a 
few. Instituional art disciplines more normally consist of paint, scultpure ceramics textiles and 
critical and contextual studies but art practices within those defined disciplines also include socially 
engaged art, community art, art and science and art and technology . Contemporary art pracitces 
often involve collectivisation and collaboration, cross pollination of ideas and negotiation as well as 
real world outcomes aimed at the common good. My research question, essentially can the study 
of artistic and creative or transdisciplinary art pracitces have an application in other disciplines 
outside of art, and can the formation of transdisciplinary  habits of mind give postive yet flexible 
outcomes which will contribute to the formation of new knowledge, and fit in with the desired 
research culture which our third level institutions depend?

My research is grounded on the varying theoretical positions taken by those who conceptualise 
transdiciplinarity along with an interest in pedagogical theory and novel cirriculum research, much  
which has recently been undertaken in insitutions mostly in the Uk,



 My own research methodology for this project includes the collection of qaliaitive data from  semi 
structured interviews with artists who define their practice as transdiciplinary,  along with the 
assesment of the expereinces of cross disciplinary collaborations from academics who have 
facilitased such collaborations, as well as looking at artistic ways in which spaces of excpetion 
within an institution can forge communities of practice in order to facilitate the exploration of  
transdisciplinarity.  I hope by the end of my research to understand both the benefits and 
challenges faced when pursing a transdisciplnary collaboratitive institutional project or programme.
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With integration of creativity in order to tackle ‘wicked’ (complex) problems cited as a future 
imperative within third level education we as artists must ask questions of our own academic 
institutions and their ability to be porous and receptive to complex collaborations and disciplinary 
openness. So, in short 
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• My research looks at already existing art practices local, national and international in 
order to learn how ‘borderwork’ is undertaken by artists

• My research looks at how academics and students negotiate collaboration and 
creativity within an institution
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To outline my own background, having graduated relatively late in life within the fine art discipline 
of sculpture, throughout my undergraduate studies I realised quite quickly that art scholarship 
requires a strong grounding in research, and that inter, cross and multi disciplinary knowledges, as 
well as problem solving, and a grounding in critical and contextual theory. This realisation meant i 
shifted  left my own outlook and became  open  to any particular discipline that could inform my 
own work at any given time. This led to me on a journey of self education and has brought me here 
as a researcher in LIT/LSAD, a researcher and artist who is primarily interested in transdisciplinary 
educational theory, creativity, cirriculum development and transdsiciplinarity as a mode of being, 
thinking and doing. 

So, the first question we might ask is, what exactly is transdicsiplinarity and why is there any need 
for it. Looking first at the notion of disciplines, Basarab Nicolescu, a Romanian theoretical physist 
and key thinker on transdisciplinarity calls the mass growth in the number of academic disciplines, 
from 7 in the 13th century, to more than 8000 in 2012  the ‘big bang’ .

Disciplines, as Khoo, citing Turner and Frodeman state : ‘are constituted as knowledge that is 
gathered together and nominally unified by audiences’ further adding that ‘disciplines are always 
problematic because every act of demarcation immediately creates problems of inclusion and 
exclusion at its boundaries” 
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Horlick-Jones and Jonathon Sime in their paper Living on the Border; knowledge, risk and 
transdisciplinarity propose the name ‘border work’ for the form of transdisciplinarity that entails 
‘making connections not only across boundaries between disciplines but also between scholarly 
enquiry and the sphere of tactic and experiential knowledges. 

This type of border work, i argue, is already  intrinsic in many art practices, and examples of such 
already exist within the postgraduate research work already being undertaken in LSAD. However, 
in A Transdisciplinary Approach to Postgraduate Research Education:Challenges and Strategies 
(Hawkins 2017) concerns are raised at the ability of academic institutions to facilitate 
transdisciplinary collaborative interactions due to disciplinary hierarchical structures, simplistic 
understandings of ‘other’ disciplines’ and the complications of working together in an environment 
where specialisation is marketised by way of peer review publications and conferences. It is my 
concern that if there is no creative integration, spaces or drive to develop transdisciplinary habits of 
mind at undergraduate level the increased capacity of research postgraduates as projected in 
insittutions such as LIT may indeed become a quantity over quality excerise. 
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Transdisciplnarity has varying definintions, with the more theoretical and almost theological 
Nicolescuin Transdiciplinarty, which stems from quantum physics. Focusing on the  idea that there 
are multiple levels of reality, and in order to address any given problem it must be recognised that 
their is no one true way, answer or process, that infact many ways, answers and process exists 
simultaneously. This transdisiplinarity asks us to understand we cannot know anything form all 
levels of reality so we must be open, flexible and understand knowledge is something which is 
never ending, and always open to refiguration. Ofcourse this fits in nicely with the idea of lifelong 
learning. Nicolescus concpets of transdisciplinarity are also useful in that he positions creativity in a 
space between the subject (us) and the onbject (outside of us) called the hiddne third, and 
positions this as a space where creativity happens.  
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His ideas are complex and he positions them within the theortical field as opposed to the applied 
field. In his paper Methods of Reality, Logic of the Included middle and complexity he does gives 
us a useful outline of the difference between Multi disciplinary, Interdisciplinary and 
Transdisciplonary: 
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1. Multidisciplinary concerns itself with studying a research topic  not jn one discipline but in 
sevreal simulataneously. From this persepctive any topic will be enriched by incorporating 
severel disciplines. This is in exclusive service to the ’home’ discipline Its appraoch overflows 
the disciplinary boundaries while its goal remains limited to the framework of disciplinary 
research



2. Interdisciplinarity concerns the transfer of methods form one discipline to another . Like 
multidisciplarity it over flows the disciplines but its goal still remains within the framework of 
disciplinary research, Interdisciplinarity does have the capacity of generating new disciplines

3. Transdisciplarity concerns that which is at once between disciplines , accross disciplines and 
beyond disciplines. Its goal is in understading the present world, of which one of th e 
imperatives is the untiy of knowledge

However Nicolescu’s conceptualization of transdisciplinarity is grounded in the tenets of 
metaphysics, quantum physics, and complexity science, which i sbeyond the scope of this 
presentation and I am sure you can imagine is a joy for someone like myself without such a 
background!  Another strand of transidsciplinary that is perhaps more easily applied or understood 
is.

Zurich transdisciplinarity. Zurich is concerned with with mode 2 education application, collaboration 
and looped open ended learning. Stemming form a conference in Zurich in 2000 and I quote pleis 
etc al  where “the integration of the imperatives of science, democracy, humanities and economy 
was promoted” 

While I do not have the time to fully elucidate on these varying theories of Transdisciplnarity what i 
wish to outline is that while we may take a word for granted, its etymology and meanings can 
themselves be beyond any one discipline and require a process of deep learning in order to fully 
frame any outcomes stemming from the concept. This deep learning, along with the collaboration 
and communication of transdisciplinarity projects is on one hand rich with possibilities and excitin 
gin the amount of unknowns, however is also embedded in risk, as Horlick Jones and Sime asset “ 
border zones can prove inhospitable places in which to work” 

My active research is in it sinfancy, I am currently interviewing artists within the my own institution 
Limerick School of Art and Design. One very interesting case study I am workin on is that of artist 
and research postgrad Gemma Dardis, a ceramics graduate who now is working on developing 
and utilising gold nanoparticles within her work, and who has collaborated with research clusters in 
LIT and institutional laboratories  in Brazil. 
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Gemma and is currently in the formation stage of relationships with academics and researchers in 
UL. Her ropeness to discuss her work, her successes as well as her failures and the drive to work 
with others to form new processes which might be adapted for both art, science and the life world  
has been eye opening. Dardis works accross institutional boundaries using the space of art and 
creativty to negotiate otherwise closed spaces of research such as laboratories. 

Whilst my research will chart the expereinces of up to ten artists who operate in this way, 
alsongside the  staff who may have faciliated such types of projects In conjunction with this type of 
research I am looking towards relationship formation with all the research clusters within LIT and 
students in Limerick School of Art and design. I am working on expereimental workshops for 



student induction academic year 2018/19 which will introduce them to research within their college 
and chart how this introdcution may contribute to their understanding or likelyhood to take up 
research throughout the course of their degree. This appraoch stems from Professor Dilly Fung, 
Academic Director of UCL's Centre for Advancing Learning and Teaching recent publication :A 
connected cirriculum fo rhigher education” in which th eimportance of  connecting students with the 
research that is going on in their institutions is a key imperative to the formation of complex 
thinking. This also ties in with Transdsicplinary theorist Sue L T MCgrgeor and the idea of students 
forming transdsiciplinary habits of mind. McGregors seven habits of mind are very simialr to the 
processual thinking and appraoches adopted by artist in art academies, and I will be exploring the 
similarities throughout my research. 

 I am also planngn a number of hackathon type events in late 2018 and 2019, with undergraduates 
a which wil have transdsiciplnarity at its core. Working with thrid year degree students as part of a 
Critical and contextual elective module I will be designing transdisciplinary hackathon whih will 
relate to the work they will be doing on urban hacking and cultural actions in a public place. We are 
looking forward to other disciplines getting on board and will be placing an institutional call out 
early in the next academic year.

Alongside this traditional research own art practice can be catergorised within what is known as 
instituent practice, where an artist mimics or actually develops a working institution or centre, in th 
e space of exception of art, I have formed Centre for Creative Transcdispilinarity (TCCT) - which 
aims to work collaboratively with members on developing multi-disciplinary and transdisciplinary 
interactions, understanding theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of TD and creating spaces of 
exception within the institution which will allow for transdisciplinary thought and practice. TCCT 
invite collaborators to take part in the formation and development of such spaces of exception. 
TCCT  will collaboratively produce events, focus groups, cross disciplinary and non academic 
transdisciplinary interactions and training opportunities, a digital repository of information as well as 
the organic and collaborative development of a type of curriculum which may inform future 
pedagogy regarding collaborative work across disciplines.

Insitutent practic is a type of transdisciplanry practice. Current Turner prize nominess Forensic 
Architecture, and other aritst collectives such as The centre of political beauty in germany, have 
utilised insitutent transdisciplaary practices to work collectively to address real world problems in 
novel ways. 

So to be clear, having crammed an awful lot into this presentation my research is working on four 
strands: 

1. A qualiatitve study of artists and academics who have worked in a transdisciplnary way.
2. A number of events and experimentations of a transdisciplinary nature in order to bring 

research and studfents together, including hackathons and collaborative seminars and 
induction events 

3. The formation of TCCT as an instituent artistic practice



4.  The development of applied educational methodology by way of cirriculum formation, 
experimental or otherwise, which will encourage transdisciplinary habits of mind from 
undergraduate to postgraduate level. 

My research website can be found at the address on scree, and my own artistic practice along with 
my writing practice can be found at www.giannatasattomasso.com

questions,

http://www.giannatasattomasso.com

